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ABSTRACT

E-Learning is becoming the learning system of the future. However, many recent researches suggested replacing the "one size fits all" teaching model with the smarter model of adaptive learning in which the interpersonal differences between learners are considered the main shapers of lesson for a particular student.

However, the main hurdle for the adaptive model is building the repository of micro learning objects (MLOs) with reasonable sizes suitable for reassembling into lessons in a way that is more suitable for a particular student. The process of designing such MLOs is expensive and time-consuming, reasons with the least effect of dampening the model to the point that it may collapse.

Noteworthy, there is a wealth of digital learning contents and open-source educational curricula available online, but in the large granular traditional format. Therefore, this research proposes a Text processing intelligent framework for automatically identifying, extracting, and annotating, those MLOs out of open digital video contents and PowerPoint courses, which are the most popular media types.
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1. INTRODUCTION

e-Learning is becoming the learning system of the future [1]. In fact, online learning has proven to be a great alternative to traditional methods of learning. However, most of the stakeholders of the education system have many concerns on the one-fits-all teaching model—the model that teaches all students similarly. Of course, human teachers can act better because they try to understand their student’s psychology, background, objectives, etc. and adapt their teaching strategy accordingly. This can happen on small scales only, which is not human manageable when the number of students increase, hence, as small the class is as the better the adaptation occurs. This is what adaptive teaching or personalized learning are. Of course, one-to-one teaching that is usually achieved by private tutoring is considered the most effective learning system [2]—a system that cannot be achieved in almost all educational institutions, however, adaptive/personalized online learning can do unlimited scalable personalization according to the particular student’s model [3]. Personalized e-Learning systems act like one-to-one private tutors who adapt their teaching style, strategy, and contents according to the learning context of the single learner.

The purpose of adaptive e-Learning systems is to enable learners to acquire knowledge and skills more efficiently (less time), more effectively (high learning outcomes), and more pleasantly. Hence, the adaptation process involves several constituents without them no adaptation can take place, among them are the student’s model, the small granular LOs, and the concept ontology [4]. In this research, the focus is on the LOs.

Adaptive learning requires special types of Learning Objects (LOs) of small granularity, called Micro LOs (MLOs). A monolithic LO for a full lecture is not suitable for the personalization process [17]. Small granular MLOs, on the other hand, facilitate the reassembling process into personalized lessons—a process that reorganizes these MLOs differently for the different individual students [5], which explains the need for MLOs. Clearly, the manual splitting of a large full lecture into several smaller MLOs is not an easy process and requires special skills and intensive training. Hence, comes the idea of this research—the automatic identification and splitting of those MLOs out of a monolithic full lecture. Moreover, for the automatic lesson personalization process to work properly, it requires those MLOs to be properly selected according to specific criteria, which requires them to be annotated with descriptive metadata attributes that will be used as a base for the appropriate selection. Examples of such metadata attributes are Concept, Instructional Role, Technical format, and Language.

In summary, the objective of this research is to automate the process of identifying, extracting, and annotating those MLOs from a large full lecture, hence, splitting the lecture into its constituent MLOs covering a specific concept or a certain instructional role in a lesson, e.g., introduction, theory proving, example, or experiment, etc. In order to achieve this objective, this research employed different Text
processing techniques. The target learning documents in this research are those that are most commonly used in education, namely, videos and PowerPoint presentations.

The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work, while Section 3 sheds light on the concept of Adaptive e-Learning. Section 4 gives an overview on the proposed model of extracting MLOs from PowerPoint presentations and Lecture Video files, while the implementation details for this model are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. Related Work
Several works have been proposed on previous years dealing with Multimedia Learning Object (MLO) Segmentation, Extraction and Annotation. These works can be categorized based on their segmentation strategy that can be classified into text-based segmentation or motion-based segmentation.

For instance, In [6], the authors used text-based segmentation, where they segmented the instructional videos using text-based segmentation on the basis of associated transcribed text. They used a Sliding window algorithm to detect topic boundaries by moving a sliding window of a certain size (e.g., six sentences) across the entire transcript by certain interval then compare the similarities between two neighboring windows of text, the places where similarities have a large variation are identified as potential topic boundaries. In [7], the authors detected topic changes by analyzing the co-occurrence of terms between transcript phrases based on word weights and term frequency, known as Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) NLP technique. In [8], the authors employed a linguistic-based approach for automatic video segmentation using Wikipedia texts. They proposed an algorithm to determine segment boundaries by matching transcript file blocks and Wikipedia texts with lecture video topics. The authors of [9] used a state-of-the-art word embedding text representation into their proposed method to segment videos in meaningful parts making use of the produced speech transcripts of a video.

In the above works on video lectures fragmentation required a transcript file of the video, some other works used different techniques like OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) to extract text from a video lecture, then use the extracted text in the segmentation process. For instance, [10] proposed a technique for segmenting lecture videos by analyzing its supplementary synchronized PowerPoint slides using an OCR. Similarly, [11] used slide transition recognition, text localization, and OCR techniques in order to determine fragment boundaries.

Noteworthy, the above-mentioned research used a text-based segmentation strategy for the segmentation process; however, another category of research used a motion-based strategy for segmenting video lectures. For instance, in [12], video is segmented into various scenes by identifying the transition of frames by the analysis of color histogram of lecture video’s frames. In [13] They proposed an automatic lecture video indexing framework that compares lecture slide images with candidate video frames using Boosted deep neural networks. In [14], a supervised method is proposed using visual features along with transcripts in which SVM is trained on a lecture video to detect changes in events, e.g. "speaker writing on the blackboard" or "slide presentation. Fragment boundaries were extracted from these occurrences.

On the other hand, few research works on segmentation, extraction, and annotation for adaptive learning purposes. For instance, [15] presented an approach to migrating legacy video lectures into digital learning objects. The method detects slide transitions and extracts information from a presentation document (author name, title, date of creation) to obtain slide images, fill in the metadata of the learning object, and extract the table of contents from the presentation. The authors in [16] proposed a framework for the development of effective multi-media learning objects. They presented this framework to integrate with LMSs (Learning Management System) for the creation, storage, distribution, and evaluation of automatically extracted learning objects from digital media. They also extracted the relevant basic information from the media such as (keywords, title, and type).
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3. Adaptive Learning

The personalization process in adaptive e-Learning depends on a knowledgebase of two main constituents, namely the Learning Object Repository (LOR) and the Concept Ontology (CO). LORs and COs are incrementally built out of manipulating a lesson after another. This section sheds light on those two constituents of the knowledgebase.

3.1. Learning Objects

In e-Learning, learning materials consist of multimedia learning objects referred to as learning objects (LOs). A Learning Object (LO) is a self-contained piece of learning content. Those learning objects are drawn from repositories (LOR) that are specified using standard metadata formats, such as SCORM [17] (Shareable Content Object Reference Model) or IEEE LOM [1]. Reusability is a major advantage of using learning objects, especially MLOs that are designed to present a certain piece of information regarding a certain pedagogical aspect of a concept, e.g., an experiment, a theory proofing, an example of an application, etc.

LOs must be designed independently of a specific lesson, although can be extracted from a full lecture. Therefore, the same MLO can be shared among different lessons and contexts as long as it fits the required aspect in the new context. However, the selection of the most appropriate fitting MLO from a large LOR of millions of MLOs might be a nightmare if done manually. Should the instructor review all the MLOs to select one, of course no. Every MLO must be properly specified by a set of metadata attributes that will be used to identify the appropriate MLOs [18]. There are several standards for metadata representations that have been developed to support both information exchange and resource discovery, e.g., [1] suggested a set of metadata attributes useful for adaptive and personalization purposes, as shown in Table 1. Some of these attributes are adopted in our research, such as Instructional role, format, and concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Domain of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Instructional Role</td>
<td>{Introduction, Summary, Conclusion, Explanation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment, KeyPoints, Example- Exercise- undefined}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Format</td>
<td>{Figure, Table, Text, Graph, Image, Video Clip, Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clip}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content Type</td>
<td>{Concrete, Abstract}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depth Type</td>
<td>{General overview, In-depth}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>The Concept discussed by this LO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Concept Ontology

A concept ontology is a network of semantically linked nodes representing knowledge concepts in a particular learning or instructional domain. An ontology helps individuals to share a common understanding of the subject domain. A large ontology is a composition of a collection of primitive ontologies for an entire domain [19].

The implementation of the ontology model is expected to improve the e-learning system’s ability to obtain and process such learning materials in such a way that they can effectively facilitate personalization of learning in order to increase the quality of learning. Figure 1 shows an abstract example of a concept ontology. The most important semantic link is “Pats-Of” relationship that specifies the decomposition of a topic to its basic constituting subtopics. This is the one of focus in this research.
THE PROPOSED MODEL

The objective of this research is to provide aids for the instructors in extracting both constituents of the adaptive knowledgebase, namely, LOs and partial Concept Ontology. Instructors are used in designing full lectures explaining a topic. This is usually done in one of the two forms of a video or a PowerPoint representation. The instructor does his/her lecture design according to his/her own preferences. Of course, it would be much unusual task to him to think in pieces instead of thinking holistically. Therefore, this research takes a full lecture and tries to split it into its constituent components of MLOs each is concerned about a single instructional role of the topic. Identifying the MLO should also be complemented by identifying its metadata attributes. On another dimension, the research addresses the extraction of the partial concept ontology as covered by the lecture. The annotated attributes are saved in the appropriate LOR while the partial ontology is integrated to the domain knowledge ontology.

Figure 2 draws the architecture block diagram demonstrating the different components of the LO extractors and their interconnections. The architecture consists of three main components. The first is the Multimedia Learning Object Extractor. This component is responsible for automatic extraction of Micro LOs from a given lecture video (VLO) or PowerPoint presentation (PPT LO). It takes a video (VLO) or PowerPoint Presentation (PPT LO) as an input to extract the different MLOs that are then analyzed and annotated with the appropriate metadata by the second component—the LO analyzer. The LOs are then stored in the MLO repository along with their metadata information stored in XML (Extensible Markup Language) format. The third component is responsible for incrementally building the knowledge Ontology related to the extracted LOs. It is worth noting that both the micro-LOR and the Knowledge Ontology are incrementally expanded each time a new LO is added to the repository.
4. **IMPLEMENTATION**

In this section, we shed lights on the algorithms that are used so far in identifying the micro LOs. Noteworthy, in this research, a prototype was implemented by python using several libraries as indicated in the description below.

**4.1. Extracting LOs from PowerPoint Presentations**

Normally PowerPoint presentations (PPTs) have no standard structure. For instance, one presentation may contain agenda with only main topics, while another may contain a more detailed agenda with subtopics, yet another may contain no agenda at all, similarly, all other constituting parts of the presentation. Therefore, a recommended standard template is designed, as shown in Figure 3. This standard structure is used as the basis for the transformation and processing, as depicted in Figure 4. If the PPT presentation is provided in the standard format at the first place, then it goes directly to the Standard PPT LO Extractor. Figure 5 demonstrates the LO extraction algorithm of the Standard PPT LO extractor.

---

Figure 2. High-level architecture of the Micro LO Extractor prototypes.

Figure 3. Standard structure of PowerPoint Presentations

Figure 4. Algorithm for extracting LOs from PowerPoint Presentations

Figure 5. Algorithm for extracting LOs from PowerPoint Presentations
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Figure 3. The Recommended Standard Structure for a Lecture in PowerPoint Presentation format.

Figure 4. The process of Micro LO Generation.

Figure 5. The Algorithm of the Standard PPT LO.
The four steps of the algorithm are explained in what follows.

a. Identify Agenda slide
The starting point of the preprocessing process is to identify the Agenda slide. All the consecutive steps are guided by the Agenda. The title of the first few slides of the presentation are parsed for a synonym of the word “,” such as "Topics", "outlines", "Road Map", "menu", …etc. If not found in the title, the top part of the body of the slide is parsed for the same synonyms. Once identified, the Agenda slide is parsed and transformed into the standard format as follows.

b. Parsing Agenda slide content
Regular expression rules as shown in Figure 6 are employed on each item of the identified Agenda slide. Items matching these rules are identified as "Concepts", while the other items are identified as "Learning Objects". These rules are applied recursively on each identified “Concept” to determine its level (Concept or sub-concept or sub-sub-concept), an information that is later used in building the hierarchical Ontology of the lesson. For Presentations not following the recommended standard format, preprocessing takes place to transform the Agenda slide onto the standard format, see the algorithm outlined in Figure 7.
c. Mapping Agenda Content to PowerPoint Slides

After generating the standard “Agenda” slide that reflects the hierarchical structure of the lecture, comes the step of parsing the rest of the presentation slides. The Agenda “Concepts” are now searched for in the remaining slides using both the slides’ titles and the separator slides, if any, by measuring the similarity between them. If the similarity is above a predefined threshold, then the matched slide is assigned to that concept; but if not, then a separator with concept title is added to standard target PowerPoint presentation.

d. Generating Standard Target Presentation

After preprocessing the Agenda content and Mapping Agenda Content to PowerPoint Slides and adjust PowerPoint slides a PowerPoint is transformed into the Recommended standard format and a new standard format presentation is generated; the format that is ten passed to the Standard LO Extractor to extract the micro LOs and store them in the LO Repository. Those LO are annotated with the appropriate metadata as defined by the Agenda most importantly, both the concept and the instructional role, as shown in Figure 9.

```
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<LO>
  <Concept>Sorting</Concept>
  <Language>English</Language>
  <InstructionalRole>Introduction</InstructionalRole>
  <TechnicalFormat>Text</TechnicalFormat>
  <MediaType>PowerPoint</MediaType>
</LO>
```

Figure 9. An Example of the Metadata of an Automatically Extracted LO.

Incremental Building of the Partial Concept Knowledge Ontology

The hierarchical ontology is generated with the aid of the hierarchy of the generated standard Agenda. This is done by linking each sub concept to its parent main concept, and by linking each sub-sub-concept to its parent sub-concept, and finally, by linking each LO to the parent concept. Figure 10 shows an extracted ontology.
4.2. Extracting Learning Objects from Video-Based Lectures with an Associated PowerPoint

In this section, we present an overview of the approach we followed for extracting Micro LOs from lecture videos-based presentations with associated PowerPoint file, the pipeline of which is illustrated in Figure 11.

**Figure 11.** The Proposed Process of Extracting Video LOs from a Video-Based Presentation with Associated PowerPoint File.
The proposed approach consists of six components. The first component is PowerPoint Learning Object Extractor, this component is responsible for automatic extraction of Micro LOs from a given PowerPoint presentation (PPTLO) as illustrated in section 5.1.

The second component is Video frames extractor, this component is responsible for extracting video frames using Open CV library [20], similar slides in video based presentation usually last for few seconds to minutes. So, only one frame per second (fps) is considered to minimize the count of extracted video frames.

Then duplicate consecutive frames are eliminated in third component by computing frame-to-frame difference and compared this value with predefined threshold if value is greater than predefined threshold then second frame is eliminated.

In fourth component we extract remaining video frames content by applying OCR, For reaching high accuracy in extracting text from video frames a Google Tesseract OCR [21] is used in this research. After applying OCR, Frames with the same content are eliminated by removing all these frames except the first frame. In this implementation we have used python Google Tesseract OCR library.

Since cosine similarity is often used to measure document similarity in text analysis [22,23,24]. The cosine Similarity value is bound by a constrained range from 0 and 1 where the value which is closer to 1 is considered as more similar, and vice versa. Therefore, the last component to describe is Matching LOs slides Content with Extracted video frames Content, in which we match the content in remaining video frames to the content in the extracted LOs slides from PowerPoint Learning Object Extractor by measuring Cosine Similarity in a vector space model between each LOs slide content and each extracted video frames content. In order to relate the PowerPoint slide to its corresponding frame in the video, we need to measure the similarities between the occurrence frequency of all terms in the text of a slide and those which are extracted from the video frames content. Therefore, we transform a given slide text into a vector on the basis of the frequency (count) of each word that occurs in the entire text then we create a matrix in which each unique word is represented by a column of the matrix, and each text sample from the slide content is a row in the matrix. Then we calculate Cosine similarity between rows in created matrix. After calculating Cosine similarity, LOs Slides are matched with video frames using highest similarity value between each LO slides and Video Frames. Finally, video LOs are generated by applying segmentation on input video using matched frames time stamps. In this implementation we have used python Scikit-learn [25] library.

5. CONCLUSION

Lecture Video and PowerPoint presentations are the most multimedia commonly used in e-learning. Extracting Micro LOs from this multimedia are becoming necessary for personalized/adaptive learning. In this article, we presented a model and a framework for identifying and annotating micro LOs with different meta-data from PowerPoint presentations in standard and nonstandard formats as well as from video-based lectures using NLP and text processing techniques.

More work is planned for future research. In this stage of research, video lectures are manipulated assuming that they are centered on associated PPT slides that the instructor uses all over the lecture in his/her explanation. For future research, we plan to relax this condition and investigate how to manipulate a video lecture independently of an associated PPT.
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